Electronic and nuclear contributions to time-resolved optical and X-ray absorption spectra of hematite and insights into photoelectrochemical performance†
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Ultrafast time-resolved studies of photocatalytic thin films can provide a wealth of information crucial for understanding and thereby improving the performance of these materials by directly probing electronic structure, reaction intermediates, and charge carrier dynamics. The interpretation of transient spectra, however, can be complicated by thermally induced structural distortions, which appear within the first few picoseconds following excitation due to carrier–phonon scattering. Here we present a comparison of ex situ steady-state thermal difference spectra and transient absorption spectra spanning from NIR to hard X-ray energies of hematite thin films grown by atomic layer deposition. We find that beyond the first 100 picoseconds, the transient spectra measured for all excitation wavelengths and probe energies are almost entirely due to thermal effects as the lattice expands in response to the ultrafast temperature jump and then cools to room temperature on the microsecond timescale. At earlier times, a broad excited state absorption band that is assigned to free carriers appears at 675 nm, and the lifetime and shape of this feature also appear to be mostly independent of excitation wavelength. The combined spectroscopic data, which are modeled with density functional theory and full multiple scattering calculations, support an assignment of the optical absorption spectrum of hematite that involves two LMCT bands that nearly span the visible spectrum. Our results also suggest a framework for shifting the ligand-to-metal charge transfer absorption bands of ferric oxide films from the near-UV further into the visible part of the solar spectrum to improve solar conversion efficiency.

Broader context
Photocatalytic materials for industrial-scale generation of solar fuels must exhibit excellent long-term stability and be comprised of earth-abundant materials. Hematite, a photoelectrocatalyst for water oxidation, meets these criteria but performs poorly in the visible part of the solar spectrum. Despite the simple nature of this material, the assignment of the steady-state absorption bands remains actively debated in the literature, and no experimental work has directly identified which optical transitions are photochemically active. Herein, we report a series of ultrafast transient absorption and steady-state variable temperature spectroscopic measurements of hematite that allow us to resolve these two issues. We identify two distinct ligand-to-metal charge transfer bands and demonstrate that these transitions contribute equally to the photocatalytic performance of hematite while the weaker d–d transitions do not. Furthermore, we find that ex situ ultrafast transient absorption spectra of hematite are dominated by thermal effects arising from laser-induced heating and show that these contributions must be carefully taken into account when performing ultrafast measurements of samples in the solid state.

† Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Sample preparation, experimental and computational details, tabulated fitting parameters, optical reflectance correction, comparisons of transient spectra at different excitation wavelengths, and additional supporting figures. See DOI: 10.1039/c6ee02266a
Introduction

Earth abundant heterogeneous photocatalysts for oxygen and hydrogen evolution provide a practical means of generating carbon-free solar fuels, and a detailed understanding of the photophysical properties of these materials is crucial for the rational design of higher performing devices. To this end, time-resolved investigations of photocatalytic metal oxide semiconductors spanning from the femtosecond to the millisecond regime have provided insight into the mechanisms of charge separation, diffusion, and interfacial transfer in these systems. In optical transient absorption (OTA) experiments, transition states and reaction intermediates may be directly monitored from excited state absorption (ESA) and stimulated emission (SE) signals, while charge recombination rates may be deduced from the recovery of ground state bleach (GSB) features. In often complementary fashion, X-ray transient absorption (XTA) experiments at the metal K-edge can reveal transient changes in the oxidation state and local environment of the metal center as shifts in X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) measure covalency by probing pre-edge transitions to bound states of the metal–metal character. Understanding and quantifying ultrafast charge recombination processes is of utmost importance for improving the efficiency of photocatalytic and photoelectrocatalytic materials, but despite the great promise of these techniques in this capacity, it is often challenging in practice to extract the transient signals of interest from those of thermal origin. Even at very low fluences, a laser pulse indirectly deposits an enormous amount of thermal energy into a semiconductor upon band gap excitation by generating hot carriers that cool through carrier–phonon scattering. The additional thermal disorder and attendant lattice expansion can narrow the band gap of the material, resulting in the appearance of a strong positive feature in the OTA spectrum at energies at or below the band gap. These effects also introduce additional broadening and multiple scattering phase shifts in X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) measurements, again resulting in the appearance of thermal transient signals.

In this work, we model and follow the evolution of the thermal contributions to the transient absorption signals of hematite thin films grown by atomic layer deposition (ALD) in the near-IR (NIR), optical, soft X-ray, and hard X-ray regimes. Hematite is a remarkably stable and inexpensive water oxidation photocatalyst with absorption extending into the NIR and a valence band potential capable of driving the oxygen evolution reaction at pH 13. The utility of hematite is limited, however, by weak absorption at wavelengths longer than 550 nm coupled with poor carrier mobility and rapid photocarrier recombination. As a result of these deficiencies, hematite does not exhibit photochemical water oxidation in the absence of a large oxidative overpotential. Nanostructuring has proven a successful approach to increasing the effective optical density of hematite-based photoanodes while maintaining minimal material thicknesses to minimize recombination losses. Nevertheless, even thin films grown by ALD and electrodeposition exhibit incident and absorbed photon-to-current efficiency (IPCE and APCE, respectively) spectra that drop steeply going from 375 to 550 nm and reach zero for wavelengths longer than 600 nm. Efforts to overcome these deficiencies would greatly benefit from a detailed understanding of the electronic transitions in hematite, but the assignment of the optical bands of this material remains actively debated. While the weak absorption features in the red and NIR have generally been assigned to spin-forbidden d–d (ligand field) transitions and the strong absorption features in the blue and near-UV (UV) to ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT) transitions, recent publications have positioned the LMCT bands everywhere from 200 nm to 700 nm. Chernyshova et al. have collected many of the frequencies and assignments of the optical absorption bands of hematite reported in the literature over several decades, demonstrating the great diversity of models proposed for the electronic structure of this material. And while a combination of ex situ and in situ steady-state and time-resolved measurements have provided evidence to support the assignment of transitions at particular wavelengths, the features in the spectra obtained by these methods present another set of difficult assignments.

Hematite thin films and nanoparticles have been extensively studied ex situ by ultrafast OTA with the goal of addressing these issues. Zhang and coworkers reported transient measurements of hematite nanoparticles following excitation at 390 nm and found that the decay of the spectra could be fit with a triexponential model with time constants of 0.36, 4.2, and 67 ps, finding no transient signal beyond 100 ps. Furthermore, they found these lifetimes to be independent of both pump fluence and probe wavelength, concluding that a high density of trap states results in rapid (sub-ps) carrier trapping followed by non-radiative recombination. Using 100 nm thin films grown by molecular beam epitaxy, Joly et al. also observed a sub-ps and a few-ps component in transient signals, which were assigned to carrier thermalization to the conduction band edge and subsequent trapping and recombination. However, they also observed a strong signal that persisted well beyond the ~100 ps window of the experiment, which was assigned to long-lived trap states, including mid-gap d–d states. Huang et al. extended the temporal window of these experiments by measuring the transient spectra of hematite thin films grown by ALD at delay times spanning from the sub-ps to the µs regime. In addition to measuring lifetimes consistent with the earlier work, they reported several additional time constants in the ns and µs regimes that they assign to long-lived photocarriers responsible for the oxygen evolution reaction.

Both Huang et al. and Durrant and coworkers have reported spectroelectrochemical measurements to support assignment of the OTA features, showing a strong feature at 580 nm under anodic bias that overlaps well with the primary positive peak observed in the OTA spectra. This feature was assigned by Durrant and coworkers to absorption from the valence band to mid-gap states, while an additional transient feature observed at long times (>1 ms) only under anodic bias was assigned to...
absorption within the valence band to photoholes generated by the initial excitation ("hole filling"). The authors also note that some of the latter ESA may also correspond to absorption by conduction band electrons, as assigned by Huang et al.5 and Dawlaty and coworkers.46 The magnitudes and lifetimes of both features were found to be strongly dependent on the external potential, suggesting that the applied field is necessary to segregate photocarriers to prevent recombination and facilitate the oxygen evolution reaction, which requires a coulombically daunting four redox equivalents. More recently, Durrant and coworkers have reported in situ spectroelectrochemical transient absorption measurements conducted on the ultrafast timescale and similarly observed a retardation of transient decay under anodic bias.47

In the hard X-ray regime, Katz et al. have reported XTA measurements of the hematite lattice following excitation of the surface bound dye and subsequent injection of photoelectrons into the nanoparticle.48–50 And most recently, Vura-Wei5 et al. have reported transient iron M2,3-edge measurements of hematite thin films with sub-ps resolution, capturing the appearance and decay of a transient Fe2+ species with a lifetime of 240 fs following excitation at 400 nm.51 This experiment demonstrates that oscillator strength at 400 nm is dominated by LMCT intensity but also highlights one of the biggest challenges in investigating this system using time-resolved spectroscopy: the excited state species most informative with respect to interpreting the absorption spectrum are only clearly observable for less than 1 ps.

In this report we demonstrate through a battery of transient absorption studies conducted at a range of excitation wavelengths and fluences and corresponding variable temperature measurements that transient signals at time delays beyond the first picosecond are dominated by thermal contributions, including lattice expansion and thermal disorder, arising from carrier–phonon scattering following excitation of hot carriers. Lifetimes longer than 100 ps previously reported in ex situ transient absorption measurements were assigned to slow recombination of charge carriers, but we instead find that carrier recombination in the absence of an applied bias is complete within 100 ps and these lifetimes may instead be attributed to lattice distortion and cooling processes. The presence of strong thermally-derived signals complicates the assignment of decay components and excited state absorption features and obfuscates transient signals corresponding to photocarriers. Nevertheless, we provide a fit to both the thermal and photoinduced optical difference spectra that provides support for an assignment of the LMCT and d–d bands in the optical absorption spectrum. The assignments of the steady-state and time-resolved features are supported by oxygen K-edge XTA measurements as well as density functional theory calculations. XTA and variable temperature measurements at the iron K-edge also reveal contributions from both lattice expansion and thermal disorder. A comparison of the kinetics obtained from OTA measurements spanning from 200 fs to 30 ms to those obtained for a solution-phase iron(III) complex reveal a short-lived (<100 ps) ESA signal that is distinct from the thermal difference spectrum at early times that may be uniquely assigned to photocarriers, while the timescale of lattice expansion is found to be ~1 ns. The cooling of the lattice back to room temperature occurs with complex kinetics spanning six orders of magnitude in time with a small transient remaining even at 25 µs. The band gap shrinkage that results from lattice expansion is found to push the calculated IPCE spectrum toward lower energies in the visible part of the spectrum, suggesting a possible scheme for improving the efficiency of oxygen evolution at hematite photoanodes under solar illumination.

Results

1. Steady state and transient optical absorption

The reflectance-corrected steady-state optical absorption spectrum of a 20 nm hematite thin film was fit to the sum of seven Gaussian functions using previously reported transition frequencies of bulk hematite37 as initial guesses (see Section S3 of the ESI† and Fig. S1 for a discussion of reflectance-correction, ESI†). We note that at least seven bands were required to obtain a uniformly good fit across the entire absorption spectrum. The results of the fit are shown in Fig. 1 and collected in Table S1 (ESI†), showing excellent agreement with those measured and collected from the literature by Chernyshova et al.43 Five minor bands, shown in color, are distributed across the visible region. These bands are assigned to single and pair ligand field (d–d) spin–flip transitions, which gain some oscillator strength from the superexchange interaction between neighboring Fe3+ sites.38,52 We note that the band at 4.30 eV is significantly broader than the others and may likely correspond to two or more transitions.
that have been assigned in this region.\textsuperscript{38} The fit is dominated, however, by the two strong bands shown in gray at 3.22 eV (385 nm) and 5.32 eV (233 nm), which are identified as LMCT transitions in accordance with previous experimental and theoretical reports.\textsuperscript{35–37,43} Following the complete active space calculations on hematite clusters reported by Liao and Carter, these bands are assigned to the weaker out-of-plane (O 2p \( \rightarrow \) t_{2g}, OOP) and stronger in-plane (O 2p \( \rightarrow \) e_{g}, IP) transitions, respectively.\textsuperscript{39} In the context of this assignment, the relative linewidths and oscillator strengths of these bands are also consistent with the oxygen K-edge XAS spectrum and the DFT calculations presented in this report (vide infra).

The OTA spectrum measured at a delay time of 20 ps with a pump wavelength of 415 nm (2.99 eV) at a fluence of 30 mJ cm\(^{-2}\) is shown (dashed blue) in Fig. 2 (see Section S4 of the ESI\textsuperscript{†} for experimental details and Section S3 and Fig. S3 for a discussion of the effects of transient reflectance in the OTA experiments, ESI\textsuperscript{†}). A thermal difference spectrum (the difference of the steady-state spectra measured at 500 K and 300 K) is also presented (solid red), with the OTA spectrum scaled by a factor of 0.25 to facilitate comparison. Both spectra share a highly structured negative region at shorter wavelengths (labeled B of 0.25 to facilitate comparison. Both spectra share a highly structured negative region at shorter wavelengths (labeled B and C) and a strong positive band with a maximum at \( \sim \) 575 nm (D), the same features previously reported in OTA data.\textsuperscript{5,50} While the relative magnitudes of the features differ slightly between the photoinduced and thermal difference spectra, the qualitative agreement in the visible region (300–800 nm) is striking, suggesting that the OTA spectrum is dominated by thermal effects as early as 20 ps. Pumping the sample at 415 nm (3.0 eV) is expected to excite primarily the OOP LMCT transition, yielding transient electron small polarons\textsuperscript{49} while concurrently heating the lattice through carrier–phonon scattering.\textsuperscript{12}

Both the Fe\textsuperscript{2+} centers and the distorted Fe\textsuperscript{3+} sites in the second shell surrounding them would exhibit absorption spectra different from that of the ground state, and these transient species likely contribute some amplitude to the observed OTA spectrum. This could account for the disparity between the difference spectra near 400 nm (B), but the number and complexity of transitions expected for these high spin, anti-ferromagnetic species in that region impedes making conclusive assignments.\textsuperscript{53} At least some of this difference may be attributed to transient GSB and/or SE signals, which contribute additional negative amplitude near region C as discussed in Section 5 below. Meanwhile, the broad positive band (D) in the thermal spectrum extends only very weakly beyond 700 nm, reaching the baseline by 900 nm, while the positive signal in the optical experiment spans the NIR (F) out to the limits of our detection at 1600 nm, as shown in Fig. S2 (ESI\textsuperscript{†}). The positive laser-induced signal in the NIR overlays well with the broad spin-allowed d–d band measured in aqueous [Fe(H2O)6]\textsuperscript{2+} (dotted green),\textsuperscript{54} suggesting that some part of this feature may correspond to similar d–d transitions in the intermediate spin Fe\textsuperscript{3+} and high spin Fe\textsuperscript{2+} transient species that appear following d–d and LMCT transitions (a more thorough assignment of free carrier absorption in this region is given in the Discussion).

To determine if an individual laser pulse deposits sufficient energy into the hematite sample to raise the temperature enough to account for the strong OTA signal, we carefully measured the laser fluence at the sample under conditions that exactly reproduce the magnitude of the thermal difference spectrum at 575 nm (see Section S5 of the ESI\textsuperscript{†} for a detailed discussion of this measurement and calculation). We find that the maximum temperature increase from this pump fluence is \( \sim \) 470 K. Some of the laser energy will be dissipated by non-thermal (e.g. photothermal) pathways, and some thermal energy is also expected to be transferred into the quartz substrate. These factors likely account for the difference between the calculated maximum temperature increase and the 200 K temperature increase used in the steady state measurement to obtain the same signal magnitude. Overall, we find that the laser deposits more than enough energy into the sample than is required to account for the temperature increase used to obtain the steady state difference spectrum, and we conclude that our thermal model is fully consistent with a simple equilibrium consideration of the temperature of the film upon laser excitation.

To uncover the origin of the photoinduced and thermal absorption features in the visible region, we endeavored to fit the difference spectra to the function given by eqn (1), i.e. the difference between the fit to the steady-state absorption spectrum (Fig. 1) and a modified steady-state fit (denoted with a prime) in which the frequencies \( \nu \), linewidths \( c \), and amplitudes \( B \) of the absorption bands were allowed to vary:

\[
\Delta A(\nu) = \sum_i \left( B_i \exp\left(\frac{-(\nu - \nu_i)^2}{2c_i^2}\right) - B_i' \exp\left(\frac{-(\nu - \nu_i')^2}{2c_i'^2}\right)\right)
\]  

(1)
Because the detected white light continuum probe does not extend beyond 315 nm (3.9 eV) and the strongest absorption band is centered at 233 nm (5.3 eV), attempts to fit the OTA spectrum were very sensitive to initial guesses and generally gave spectra with unreasonably large (>100 mOD) features in the UV. The thermal difference spectrum, however, could be measured out to 200 nm (6.2 eV), and consequently the fit readily converged to a single solution for this simple model for a broad range of initial guesses. The fit is shown in Fig. 3 with the inverted steady-state spectrum provided as a reference, and the results are collected in Table S2 (ESI†). Because the two difference spectra qualitatively exhibit the same features and the OTA spectrum is underdetermined, we provide here an analysis of the fit to the thermal difference spectrum with the assumption that largely the same picture may be used to describe the transient features in the visible regime at delay times beyond a few ps, i.e. following thermalization.

The individual absorption bands from the steady-state fit (solid lines) and the thermal difference spectrum (dashed lines) are shown in Fig. 4. The gray LMCT bands both exhibit a modest broadening and bathochromic shift, with the lower energy OOP transition broadening and shifting more than the IP transition. These shifts result in a net increase in the ligand field splitting $10 D_q$ of 180 cm$^{-1}$ (0.02 eV), which is then expected to impact the positions of some of the d–d transitions. Predicting these resultant d–d shifts from the d$^5$ Tanabe–Sugano diagram, however, is complicated by the superexchange-mediated nature of the spin–flip transitions. Thermal occupation of higher-lying states in the Fe$^{3+}$ pair spin manifold may shift the center of the transition depending on the relative magnitudes of the exchange integrals of the ground and excited state ion pairs, while the exchange integrals themselves may also shift as a result of thermally induced structural distortion and thus change the peak positions and amplitudes. Nevertheless, it is clear, perhaps unsurprisingly, that the fine structure observed between 460 and 550 nm (C) originates from thermally induced changes in the three d–d bands that lie in this region.

More notably, the fit demonstrates that peak D at 575 nm in the thermal difference spectrum (Fig. 3), and thus presumably the nearly identical positive feature observed in the OTA spectrum, originates partially from these d–d bands as well. The LMCT (solid blue) and d–d (dashed red) contributions to the fit are plotted separately in Fig. 5, demonstrating that the structure observed in the difference spectrum generally arises from the interference between the bleaching of the d–d bands and the redistribution of LMCT intensity to lower energies. In particular, the sharp asymmetry of the 575 nm band (D) seen in Fig. 2 and 3 arises from an increase in intensity of the lowest energy d–d band overlapping with the tail of the shifted LMCT intensity that extends beyond the bleaching of the other d–d bands. These contributions are highlighted with a green box in Fig. 5. This feature was also investigated in the OTA spectrum by monitoring...
the position of the peak as a function of pump fluence, as shown in Fig. S4 (ESI†), in which the spectra are normalized to their respective maxima. As pulse energy (and thus the lattice temperature) is increased from 0.2 to 1.5 μJ per pulse (0.75–5.7 mJ cm⁻² fluence), the magnitude of the signal increases and the 575 nm peak shifts further toward the red end of the spectrum as the OOP LMCT band continues to broaden and shift. We note that aside from this subtle shift, even at an energy of only 200 nJ (0.75 mJ cm⁻²), the overall shape of the normalized OXA spectrum is the same as at other energies, demonstrating that lattice heating remains the dominant source of transient signal even under very weak illumination.

2. Density functional theory calculations

To confirm our assignments, we examined the effect of lattice heating on the electronic structure by performing DFT and time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) calculations on a single [Fe(H₂O)₆]³⁺ complex with Fe–O bond lengths distorted to match the geometry of hematite. Despite the simplicity of this model, it proves helpful here because it describes the local electronic structure of the Fe³⁺ center when superexchange between Fe³⁺ ion pairs and spin flip transitions are excluded. It therefore provides us with a difference spectrum that approximates the isolated LMCT difference spectrum as shown in Fig. 5. An individual Fe³⁺ center in bulk hematite has C₃ᵥ symmetry, with three long (2.11 Å) and three short (1.95 Å) Fe–O bonds in the fac orientation. Variable temperature powder diffraction data reported by Gualtieri et al. at 300 and 1050 K show that the Fe–O bond distances lengthen asymmetrically upon heating, with the long bonds increasing 2.8 times more than the short bonds. For our DFT calculations, then, we began with the optimized octahedral geometry of [Fe(H₂O)₆]³⁺ and moved three H₂O ligands +0.08 Å and the other three –0.08 Å from the center to match the bulk geometry at room temperature before calculating the absorption spectra. The ligands were similarly moved +0.090 Å and –0.076 Å to simulate the thermally expanded lattice.

The major transitions obtained from the TD-DFT calculations can be readily grouped into IP and OOP LMCT bands, but there are also a number of weak transitions that appear at energies distributed between the two bands as the octahedral symmetry is broken, which facilitates the distribution of oscillator strength over transitions that are near-by in energy. The oscillator strength calculated for the IP LMCT band is 3.8 times that of the OOP band, in fair agreement with the value of 4.3 obtained from the steady-state absorption spectrum. While the center frequency of the OOP band matched the value from the absorption spectrum, the IP band was significantly (2.17 eV) higher in energy. This disagreement stems from the substitution of waters for the oxo ligands and the treatment of the frontier orbitals of an individual ion instead of the valence and conduction bands of the bulk material. Protonation will of course contribute to the IP/OOP energy splitting between the different donor orbitals but nevertheless still provides a good methodology to monitor the resulting LMCT intensities and splitting as a function of structural perturbations. Accordingly, the IP transitions were shifted down by 2.17 eV, and the resulting room temperature stick spectrum was Gaussian broadened to reproduce the LMCT bands obtained from the steady-state spectrum (FWHM = 1.0 and 2.0 eV for the OOP and IP bands, respectively). The 1050 K stick spectrum was then broadened by the same amount, and the resulting difference spectrum is scaled and plotted (dashed black) alongside the LMCT difference spectrum in Fig. 5, showing good qualitative agreement. The individual Gaussian broadened spectra are given in Fig. S5 (ESI†), showing that the calculation reproduces the thermal bathochromic shifts and broadenings as well as the relative magnitudes of the changes for the two bands.

3. Oxygen K-edge transient absorption

Further confirmation of the LMCT assignments of the steady-state, thermal, and OTA absorption spectra may be found through an analysis of the X-ray absorption spectrum at the oxygen K-edge. The oxygen pre-edge in hematite is split into two well-resolved peaks, corresponding to transitions to the oxygen 2p orbitals mixed with the iron 3d orbitals. The two peaks, then, correspond to the 1s to 2p transitions mixed with the t₂g and e_g 3d orbitals and may be compared to the OOP and IP LMCT bands, respectively. Gilbert et al. have previously demonstrated that the bandwidths and amplitudes of these bands, as well as the value of 10 Dq, may be determined by fitting the pre-edge to the sum of two Gaussians plus the tail of a third that accounts for the rising edge.

To this end, we measured the oxygen K-edge absorption spectrum of a hematite thin film sample grown by ALD on a 200 nm thick Si₃N₄ window in transmission mode in the ground state and 200 ps following excitation at 400 nm. Measurements were performed at beamline 6.0.2 at the Advanced Light Source (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), and experimental details are provided in Section S8 of the ESI†. The data were analyzed as described for the variable temperature optical absorption experiment: the steady-state spectrum was fit, in this case to the sum of three Gaussians, and the XTA difference spectrum was then fit to the expression given by eqn (1). The results are collected in Table S3 (ESI†), and the steady-state and difference fits are shown in Fig. 6. The individual components of the difference fit are plotted in Fig. S6 (ESI†), clearly showing the pre-edge bands broaden and shift toward lower energies. Furthermore, the t₂g band broadens and shifts more than the e_g band, resulting in a 170 cm⁻¹ increase in 10 Dq. This quantitative agreement with the thermal optical absorption experiment is perhaps surprising, as the optical transitions involve different donor orbitals while the X-ray transitions originate from the oxygen 1s core. Nevertheless, our results agree with the molecular orbital energies of hematite clusters calculated by Deb Nath and Anderson, which show the iron 3d orbitals shift down in energy as the lattice expands while the oxygen 2s and 2p orbitals energies remain unshifted. This observation is consistent with the more expanded and contracted radial wavefunctions of the valence and core orbitals, respectively. Overall, the trends observed in the oxygen pre-edge are in excellent agreement with those observed in the optical regime, supporting our assertion that lattice heating is...
responsible for much of the transient signal detected upon optical excitation of hematite thin films and reinforcing our assignment of the optical absorption spectrum.

4. Iron K-edge transient absorption

The iron K-edge XANES spectra of high spin octahedral iron oxides generally show an edge shift of approximately 1.5 eV in going from ferric to ferrous oxides. Accordingly, we sought to measure the XTA spectrum of hematite at the iron K-edge with the expectation that the contribution to the difference spectrum from the edge shift accompanying excitation of the LMCT band would be clearly distinguishable from the nuclear contributions arising from lattice heating. Measurements were performed at beamline 11-ID-D at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory, and experimental details are given in Section S9 of the ESI.† The XTA difference spectrum at 100 ps following excitation at 351 nm is plotted alongside the XANES thermal difference spectrum (500 K minus 300 K) in Fig. 7, showing that while the majority of the features observed in the XTA spectrum are reproduced in the thermal spectrum, the relative amplitudes of the negative features at 7.122 and 7.125 keV disagree between the thermal and the XTA experiments.

To identify the origin of this difference, we evaluated several different possible models of a hot and/or electronically excited hematite lattice by calculating XANES spectra using the full multiple scattering code in the FEFF9 software package (see Section S10 of the ESI† for details). These models included: (1) an edge shift of −1.4 eV to approximate the Fe²⁺ spectrum; (2) a configurationally averaged electron small polaron with and without a −1.4 eV edge shift; (3) increased thermal disorder (Debye–Waller factors); (4) a thermally expanded lattice; and (5) a thermally expanded lattice with increased thermal disorder. A detailed description of these models is given in the ESI† and a comparison of the calculated difference spectra is shown in Fig. S8 (ESI†). Generally, the difference spectra of the models that include an edge shift show poor agreement with the experimental spectrum and do not reproduce the strong negative feature at 7.133 keV. Thus, we conclude that the contributions of electron small polarons or other transient Fe²⁺ species to the difference spectrum is not significant.

On the other hand, the strictly thermal models gave difference spectra that show good qualitative agreement with the data. The spectrum calculated for the Debye–Waller model reproduces all of the peaks seen in the XANES spectrum including the two strong negative features, indicating that simply an increase in thermal disorder resulting from ultrafast lattice heating is responsible for much of the XTA signal. The calculated spectrum shows significantly weaker amplitude in the positive features at 7.122 and 7.125 keV compared to the XTA spectrum, while the experimental thermal difference spectrum agrees well in this region, suggesting that the appropriate picture includes both thermal disorder and lattice distortions. Indeed, the combined model that includes disorder and expansion shows improved agreement over the disorder-only model, and this calculation is plotted in Fig. 7 (black). We note that Sanson et al. observed largely anisotropic mean square relative displacements for only the short Fe–O bonds in molecular dynamics simulations, while our model is purely isotropic and homogeneous.67
Furthermore, because the thermal difference spectrum is a steady-state measurement, it includes contributions from both thermal disorder and an expanded lattice at equilibrium, which may not be representative of the hot lattice on the ultrafast timescale as expansion is occurring. Nevertheless, these calculations demonstrate that the Fe K-edge XTA spectrum, like the oxygen K-edge XTA and visible OTA spectra, is dominated by lattice heating.

5. Optical transient absorption dynamics

While the transient spectra measured in the visible, soft X-ray, and hard X-ray regimes arise largely due to lattice heating, the broad, near-featureless positive signal measured in the red and NIR regions of the spectrum were not observed in the thermal difference spectrum (vide supra). This disparity could arise due to a distinction between steady-state and ultrafast heating, as observed for the iron K-edge XTA, or it could indicate that the NIR signal is purely due to the presence of new spin-allowed d–d transitions in the transient species. Accordingly, we investigated the dynamics of the visible and NIR OTA signals, which are shown in Fig. 8. The transients taken at probe wavelengths of 595 and 1050 nm with 415 nm excitation were fit to the sum of four exponential decays, as determined from singular value decomposition analysis, plus a constant offset and a Gaussian coherent artifact, all convolved with an instrument response function determined to be 190 fs from fits across all probe wavelengths. The transients could not be fit across all orders of magnitude in time with fewer components, and our results agree well with those reported in the literature.3,5

The fits show remarkable agreement between the two probe wavelengths, indicating that the same dynamics are relevant for both the visible and NIR positive signals. This result is consistent with the work reported by Zhang and coworkers.2 In the case of the visible TA spectrum, we also observe a strong, broad feature centered near 675 nm (labeled E) at very early time delays that largely decays within a few ps, leaving only the long tail of the main positive peak in this region at times beyond 100 ps. This behavior is shown in Fig. 9, in which each transient spectrum is normalized to its maximum. The shift of peak D to bluer wavelengths on the few ps timescale occurs as a result of the decay of the broad feature at 675 nm, which likely contributes to the positive signal in the 550–600 nm region. Meanwhile, the structure in region C between 450 and 550 nm, where the broad feature likely does not contribute, remains fixed in position. We do observe a partial decay of the negative signal in region C on the same timescale, however, which is consistent with the loss of GSB and/or SE signal following recombination.

Within 250 ps, the spectrum is essentially indistinguishable in shape from the spectrum at 3 ns or the thermal difference spectrum. The shape and location of the short-lived absorption band at 675 nm is consistent with that observed by Durrant and coworkers at very long (>1 ms) delay times only under in situ conditions with a positive external potential,44,45 meaning an applied bias is necessary to extend the lifetime of the species responsible for this ESA feature beyond the ultrafast regime.

Within the context of these observations and the thermal and photoinduced XANES difference spectra, we are able to form a
picture of the dynamics in hematite following laser excitation. The sub-ps and few-ps time constants likely encompass a number of processes, including carrier–carrier scattering, carrier–phonon scattering, impact ionization, and polaron formation, which ultimately yield a hot lattice with thermalized free carriers within 10 ps.\textsuperscript{3,5,69–72} Next, carrier recombination occurs on a timescale of ~75 ps, in agreement with previous reports\textsuperscript{3,8,9} and the 59 ps relaxation time observed in aqueous \([Fe(H_2O)_6]^{3+}\) (see Fig. S9, ESI†). The broad ESA feature at 675 nm (E), then, likely corresponds to absorption by hot and thermalized conduction band electrons as well as hole filling in the valence band, in keeping with the assignment of Durrant and coworkers.\textsuperscript{6} The ~1 ns component may correspond to non-geminate recombination and carrier trapping occurring during carrier diffusion and/or the propagation of lattice expansion\textsuperscript{3,14,71} as the Fe–O bonds approach their high-temperature equilibrium bond lengths. Because the iron K-edge XTA spectrum measured at 100 ps does not perfectly match the thermal difference spectrum or the calculated difference spectra for models including only lattice expansion or thermal disorder, we believe that the latter process – dynamic lattice expansion – is primarily responsible for the ~1 ns lifetime observed in the OTA spectra. The final time component, which aggregates any components longer than the 3 ns temporal window of this experiment, is included in the fits as a constant offset. This term may also include contributions from residual free carriers, but the striking agreement between the OTA spectrum at 3 ns and the thermal difference spectrum indicates that this term arises predominantly due to the slow cooling of the lattice back to room temperature.\textsuperscript{12} 

To investigate this long time component in greater detail, we performed an additional series of OTA measurements in the ns and µs regimes (see Section S11 of the ESI† for details). The transient spectra at several delay times following excitation at 425 nm are shown in Fig. 10 (left), with the kinetic trace measured at 595 nm shown in Fig. 10 (right). The spectrum shifts to shorter wavelengths as it decays, capturing the retreat of the LMCT bands back to their room temperature frequencies as the lattice cools. The fit to the kinetic trace, which gives an IRF of 0.27 ns, includes a 1.5 ns time constant, in agreement with the ultrafast OTA data, as well as slower components with lifetimes of 10 and 82 ns, all in excellent agreement with those measured by Huang et al.\textsuperscript{5} Finally, we observe a 1.5 µs component and a small offset even at 30 µs; the transient remaining at 25 µs, which has a maximum of ~0.3 mOD, is shown in Fig. 10 (left). Again, all lifetimes beyond 1.5 ns likely correspond almost entirely to lattice cooling and not carrier recombination as previously assigned.\textsuperscript{3,5,46} Even at early times (<1 ns), the spectrum does not show the broad feature observed in the ultrafast OTA at delays less than 100 ps, but the tail of the positive peak extends into the NIR. Because there is a gap between 750 and 950 nm in the white light visible and NIR continuum probes used in the ultrafast OTA, we also measured the ns OTA signal from 700 to 1000 nm to verify that the signal observed in this region (F) on the ns timescale is simply the extension of the tail of the primary positive feature (D) and does not show any additional structure. These spectra are plotted in Fig. S11 (ESI†).

The dynamics observed in the picosecond and nanosecond OTA spectra are illustrated in Scheme 1, which shows five snapshots of the band structure of hematite at different times following excitation. In the first panel, a valence band electron absorbs a photon (blue arrow), yielding a hot carrier in the conduction band. The second panel depicts carrier thermalization at 1 ps, during which the hot electron relaxes within the conduction band by transferring energy to the lattice through phonon emission (red arrow). The band gap shrinks as a result of the absorption of thermal energy by the lattice, as shown by the dashed arrows between the second and third panels. At 10 ps, free carrier absorption (orange arrow) gives rise to the ESA peak at 675 nm. Recombination occurs on a similar timescale and is complete within 100 ps. While there are no

![Fig. 10](left) The long-time OTA spectra of a hematite thin film following excitation at 425 nm. The maximum of the ESA shifts toward shorter wavelengths as the signal decays, corresponding to the shift of the LMCT bands back to room temperature frequencies as the lattice cools. A small transient is still observed as late as 25 µs. (right) The kinetic trace (red) taken by averaging over the same probe wavelength used to obtain the ultrafast trace shown in Fig. 8, plotted on a logarithmic scale. The trace was fit (dashed black) to the sum of four exponential decays plus a weak constant offset. The individual fit components are also plotted and the corresponding time constants provided.
free carriers left at 1 ns, the band gap remains narrower, giving rise to a bathochromic shift of the ground state absorption (green arrow) as shown in the fourth panel. We stress that this transient signal corresponds to ground state absorption by the hot lattice, and thus we do not refer to the signal as ESA as is the convention for positive signals in transient absorption measurements. Finally, lattice cooling on the timescale of 100 ns returns the band edges to their room temperature positions, as shown by the dashed arrows connecting the fourth and fifth panels.

6. Insensitivity of transient signals to excitation and morphology

The optical, NIR, soft X-ray, and hard X-ray transient absorption measurements were also performed with several different excitation wavelengths spanning the optical absorption spectrum of hematite in an attempt to distinguish signals arising from LMCT and d–d transitions. These results are shown in Fig. S12–S14 (ESI†). For each regime, the spectra are nearly identical for all excitation wavelengths, further demonstrating that the transients predominantly arise due to lattice heating as a result of carrier–phonon scattering that occurs as hot carriers thermalize in the conduction band, a process that occurs for both LMCT transitions and transitions between the t2g and eg bands. Although we have assigned the short-lived ESA peak at 675 nm (E) to free carrier absorption, this feature is too broad and overlaps too closely with the tail of the positive peak (D) that arises from the shift of the LMCT bands to permit a reliable comparison of its position or line shape for different excitations. We note that even at the extremes of the absorption spectrum of hematite – at 277 nm, which should exclusively excite LMCT transitions, and at 830 nm, which should exclusively excite d–d transitions – we find remarkable agreement across all spectral regimes probed in both the shape of the transient spectra and the time constants obtained to fits of the kinetic traces taken at several probe wavelengths.

Finally, we consider the contribution of surface defects to the transient spectra presented in this work. Taking the linear Fe–Fe distance to be approximately 4 Å on average, surface irons should only account for approximately 4% of the total sample probed for the 20 nm films used in this work. However, because the surface sites could disproportionately account for the transient signal, we investigated this possibility by performing OTA measurements on a mull sample prepared from powdered bulk hematite and a 20 nm hematite thin film coated with a 2 nm layer of Al2O3 to passivate surface defects. The transient spectra obtained for these samples are shown in Fig. S16 and S17 (ESI†), and they clearly exhibit the same features and kinetics as observed for the bare hematite thin films. Furthermore, the OTA spectra of thicker hematite thin films prepared by molecular beam epitaxy reported in the literature also show excellent agreement with our data, and we therefore conclude that the transient spectra do not exhibit a significant dependence on morphology in going from the bulk scale to the 20 nm scale. This result is indeed expected, given that the OTA data can be largely assigned to lattice heating.

Discussion

1. Transient absorption methods for solid state samples: challenges and opportunities

Transient absorption measurements of hematite, and similarly any other extended solid for which the lattice is comprised of the absorber being probed in the time-resolved measurement, present a formidable challenge in the isolation of signals corresponding to excited state electronic structure from those corresponding to thermally induced structural distortions. The transient spectra of a dilute absorber in a bath that is in resonance with neither the pump nor the probe – for example, a chromophore in a protein or a small molecule in a solvent – correspond exclusively to the sub-ensemble of absorbers in the excited state. While these spectra are modulated by nuclear wave packet motion on the excited state potential energy surface and the exchange of energy with the bath, to a first approximation these dynamics are not coupled to the sub-ensemble that remains in the ground state, and thus the ground state absorbers do not contribute to the transient signal.

In the case of hematite and many other metal oxide semiconductors, however, the ground state sub-ensemble is the bath with which the excited state species exchange energy, and the transient signal will therefore include contributions from distorted metal sites in the electronic ground state, regardless of the morphology of the sample. This problem is further compounded by the fact that this energy exchange occurs locally and therefore inhomogeneously throughout the material on the ultrafast timescale, potentially giving rise to an intractably large number of spectroscopically active species to consider when modeling the data. The difficulty of probing the electronic dynamics of a metal center in the solid phase is readily demonstrated by comparing the shape and kinetics of the transient spectra of [Fe(H2O)6]3+ in aqueous solution and drop cast on fused quartz (see Fig. S9, S10 and S15, ESI†). The aqueous complex fully relaxes within 200 ps with kinetics that are fit well after the first picosecond by only a single 59 ps time constant. Meanwhile, the drop cast film exhibits a broad transient extending into the NIR with multi-exponential kinetics that persist well beyond 3 ns comparable to that observed for hematite thin films. Nevertheless, a 61 ps time constant is among those obtained in a fit of the kinetics of the drop cast [Fe(H2O)6]3+ film, demonstrating that electronic relaxation can still be observed even in the presence of a large background that arises from lattice heating and supporting our
assignment of the $\sim 75$ ps time constant measured for hematite to carrier recombination.

On the other hand, charge carrier injection, diffusion, and localization processes have been successfully investigated through transient absorption studies of dye-sensitized semiconductor nanomaterials in the optical,\textsuperscript{50,75} X-ray,\textsuperscript{48,49,63,75,76} and terahertz\textsuperscript{77} regimes. These systems are more amenable to techniques utilizing ultrafast optical pulses because the structural dynamics of the absorbing species are decoupled from the solid material. In the case of OTA or XTA in which the X-ray probe is tuned to the absorption edge of the metal in the dye, the probe selectively monitors the electronic state of the dye to give an indirect measure of charge injection and back-transfer rates, thereby circumventing the inherent difficulties of modeling the solid entirely. In the case of terahertz transient absorption or XTA in which the X-ray probe is tuned to the absorption edge of the metal in the semiconductor, the species being pumped (the dyes adsorbed to the semiconductor surface) and the species being probed (free carriers in the conduction band of the semiconductor) are distinct, assuming that the semiconductor does not absorb any of the excitation pulse. Consequently, these techniques can give a direct measure of charge carrier dynamics while minimizing photoinduced lattice heating. Even for these systems, however, carrier injection is accompanied by carrier–phonon scattering, so thermal effects cannot be entirely discounted. Furthermore, the XANES spectrum of a metal is very sensitive to local environment, and thus modeling the spectrum of a polaronic distortion requires both an accurate picture of the distortion and a configurational average over all absorbers within the extent of the propagation of the distortion.

While it is difficult to conclusively identify signals from electronic excited states in XTA measurements of solid-state metal oxide materials using temporally broad X-ray pulses from storage rings, sub-ps X-ray pulses from slicing beamlines,\textsuperscript{78} X-ray free electron lasers,\textsuperscript{79} and tabletop high harmonic generation schemes\textsuperscript{80} offer the opportunity to probe these systems during the carrier thermalization process. Using a fs tabletop XUV probe pulse, Vura-Weis \textit{et al.} observed a shift of $\sim 2.5$ eV in the M$_{2,3}$-edge of a hematite thin film immediately following excitation at 400 nm, a result consistent with the photoinduced reduction of Fe$^{3+}$ to Fe$^{2+}$ expected for an LMCT transition.\textsuperscript{51} The M-edge difference spectrum was shown to evolve with a 240 fs time constant, however, to a final shape consistent with neither an LMCT nor a d–d excited state that persists for the 3.5 ps window of the experiment. This result is consistent with the sub-ps time constant observed in the OTA kinetics presented in this work, which we have assigned to carrier thermalization and polaron formation processes and the attendant local lattice heating. Because the iron K-edge XTA experiments presented here were conducted by necessity at the 100 ps timescale, we do not observe a similar 1.4–2.5 eV edge shift, as the signal is overwhelmed by thermal effects after only a few tens of ps. Consequently, it is not possible to quantify relative contributions from LMCT and d–d transitions for different excitation wavelengths from these data for the purpose of mapping the positions of absorption bands across the optical spectrum of hematite, but sub-ps XTA experiments may provide a means of achieving this goal.

2. Assignment of steady state and transient absorption features of hematite

Although the multi-wavelength transient absorption measurements presented here do not reliably distinguish between LMCT and d–d transitions in hematite, the combined steady-state and time-resolved spectroscopic data and complementary theoretical calculations support an assignment of the optical spectrum in which both the OOP and IP LMCT bands extend across the near UV and much of the visible, consistent with recent experimental\textsuperscript{51} and theoretical\textsuperscript{53} treatments. From both the optical and oxygen K-edge transient spectra, we observe band gap shrinkage consistent with a model in which these LMCT bands shift to lower energies as the lattice expands. In the case of hematite, lattice expansion – whether from photoinduced lattice heating or not – results in anisotropic Fe–O bond elongation,\textsuperscript{56,67,81} thereby distorting the iron sites even further from octahedral symmetry and increasing the degree of mixing among the frontier orbitals. Ultimately this expansion causes the LMCT bands to broaden and shift to lower energies, as demonstrated to a first approximation through DFT calculations on isolated [Fe(H$_2$O)$_6$]$^{3+}$ complexes. Thermal band gap shrinkage is well known in semiconductors, although the relative contributions to this phenomenon from lattice expansion, thermal disorder, and polaronic self-energy vary depending on the material.\textsuperscript{15–17,70} Our efforts to model the iron K-edge XTA spectra demonstrate that at least a combination of lattice expansion and thermal disorder contribute significantly to laser-induced band gap shrinkage in hematite thin films as early as 100 ps following excitation (see Fig. S8, ESI†). Because the transient signal beyond 100 ps is essentially identical to the thermal difference spectrum, we do not expect that band gap renormalization following conduction band edge filling plays a significant role.\textsuperscript{82–84} Our assignment of the optical absorption spectrum of hematite fully agrees with that presented by Chernyshova \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{51} In their work, the authors assign each of the d–d bands to specific transitions from the d$^5$ Tanabe–Sugano diagram. We do not undertake such a detailed assignment here and instead refer the reader to their assignments and those collected from the literature in their meta-study. More importantly, we emphasize the magnitude and breadth of the LMCT bands and the position of the OOP band near 400 nm in this model. The lower energy LMCT band, and not a collection of d–d bands, is responsible for the strong, protruding feature in the absorption spectrum in this region. On the other hand, we find that the sharp rise in absorption near 550 nm does in fact correspond to a group of d–d bands. This distinction is significant because it allows us to separately estimate the direct and the indirect band gaps of hematite.\textsuperscript{26,56,85} While this general assignment has been proposed as early as 1963,\textsuperscript{15} other assignments continue to find support in the literature.\textsuperscript{41,86} Our work here provides a new body of evidence that strongly supports a model
of the absorption spectrum in which two LMCT bands span from the NUV to almost 600 nm, and this understanding allows us to assess different hypotheses regarding the photoelectrochemical activity of the material.

3. Wavelength dependence of photocatalysis in hematite

The mechanism of photoelectrochemical water oxidation by hematite remains an open question. However, the increase in both the APCE and IPCE spectra at bluer wavelengths suggests that the transient species generated by LMCT transitions are significantly more photochemically active than those generated by d–d transitions. One possible explanation for this is that the initial LMCT state, in which the electron is in an iron 3d orbital and the hole is in an oxygen 2p orbital, facilitates subsequent charge separation and diffusion through the lattice. In comparison, the electron and hole are co-localized within the iron 3d orbitals following excitation of a d–d transition, resulting in greater loss of efficiency to charge recombination. Our model cannot address this mechanistic hypothesis, and wavelength-dependent in situ studies will be necessary to quantify recombination losses for different absorption bands. However, we may calculate a theoretical IPCE curve for our model of the optical spectrum with the ansatz that only LMCT transitions yield photocurrent to determine if this hypothesis fits the data.

Using the fit of the absorption spectrum shown in Fig. 1, we take the sum of the LMCT absorption bands, convert from optical density to fraction of photons absorbed, and multiply by the fraction of incident photons that are not reflected by the optical density to fraction of photons absorbed, and multiply by we take the sum of the LMCT absorption bands, convert from fits the data.

The IPCE spectrum is shown in Fig. 11 (black curve) with the light harvesting efficiency spectrum (LHE) provided as a reference (green curve). The calculated IPCE spectrum shows excellent agreement with the experimental IPCE curve measured by Huang et al. (not depicted), with both showing a maximum at 370 nm and a local minimum at 315 nm at 77% the amplitude of the maximum. From our model, we may attribute this drop in efficiency at 315 nm to absorption by the d–d bands at 318 and 290 nm. We note this drop was also observed by Hamann and coworkers for hematite thin films grown by both ALD and electrodeposition. We also note that the band from 500–550 nm in the LHE spectrum does not appear in the calculated IPCE spectrum, as this absorption is attributed to photochemically inactive d–d transitions. While both the calculated and experimental spectra show the IPCE drop off dramatically by 540 nm, a weak tail persists in the calculated spectrum out to nearly 700 nm. Because the reflectance-corrected absorption spectrum is poorly resolved beyond 600 nm, our model does not include the lower energy d–d bands that have been reported elsewhere. Consequently, the tails of the broad LMCT bands, albeit very weak in this region, surpass the resolved d–d bands in amplitude at 587 nm, while realistically the lower energy d–d bands likely account for the majority of the absorption from 600 to 700 nm. Additionally, some of the LMCT oscillator strength in the red part of the spectrum may correspond to transitions to intraband trap states, which are expected to yield photocurrent.

4. Prospects for improving photocatalytic performance

The agreement between the calculated and experimental IPCE spectra suggest that the d–d transitions are indeed not photochemically active, while both LMCT transitions contribute to the photocurrent with approximately equal quantum efficiencies. Our calculated spectrum corresponds to quantum efficiencies of 100% for the LMCT transitions, but we may obtain an estimate of the actual LMCT quantum yield by comparing the absolute scale of the calculated spectrum to experimental data. Taking the IPCE values at 370 nm of the calculated (42%) and experimental (24%) spectra, we find the LMCT-to-current efficiency to be 57%, meaning that more than half of all LMCT transitions yield photocurrent under the conditions of the experimental measurement (1 M NaOH and a bias of 1.43 V vs. RHE). Fig. 11 also shows the IPCE curve calculated for the 500 K absorption spectrum (red curve), which exhibits a significant red shift (~20 nm) due to shrinkage of the band gap. Although conducting bulk photoelectrochemical oxidation of water at 500 K is obviously impractical, it may be possible to prepare thin films of hematite with an expanded lattice similar to that measured at high temperature that are stable under ambient conditions by inducing strain through grain boundaries, doping, or isomorphically templated ALD. Emery et al. have successfully prepared thin films of epitaxially stabilized β-Fe2O3, which is normally thermodynamically unstable under the conditions of deposition. Such work demonstrates the feasibility of employing a similar technique to shift the LMCT absorption bands of hematite further into the visible part of the spectrum and thereby improve overall photoelectrochemical performance.
In situ electrochemical experimental conditions provide both a bias to drive charge separation and a sink for photocarriers, while the ex situ conditions of the work presented here necessitate that all photocarriers ultimately recombine. We do not observe a significant difference in the relaxation rates for the hematite thin film and aqueous [Fe(H$_2$O)$_6$]$^{3+}$, and thus we conclude that an external potential is necessary to achieve substantial charge separation across the lattice and accumulate a population of free carriers with lifetimes long enough to participate in interfacial chemistry. A comparison of the broad ESA feature at 675 nm (E) that we observe only at early delay times (< 100 ps) and a similar feature observed by Durrant and coworkers at both short (< 1 ns)$^{47}$ and long (> 1 ns)$^{44,45}$ delay times only under an applied external bias supports our conclusion that nearly all photocarriers in hematite recombine within a few hundred ps under ex situ illumination and the transient signals observed beyond this time are largely, if not entirely, due to the expansion and cooling of the lattice. We note that the in situ OTA spectra measured on the ms timescale are markedly different in shape than the ex situ spectra; because the lattice returns to room temperature within tens of ms following laser excitation, only photocarriers contribute to the TA signal at later times. With this in mind, we look toward future wavelength-dependent time-resolved work conducted in situ in both the optical and X-ray regimes to highlight differences in the ultrafast carrier relaxation and separation dynamics following LMCT and d–d excitations under an external potential. Braun et al. have successfully measured the steady-state X-ray absorption spectrum of hematite at the oxygen K-edge in situ, demonstrating the feasibility of performing similar measurements in a time-resolved fashion.$^{44}$

Conclusions

Investigating mechanisms of heterogeneous photocatalysis using time-resolved spectroscopies is inherently challenging. The short laser pulses needed to generate a coherent excited state population large enough to detect with subsequent probe pulses unavoidably introduce a substantial amount of thermal energy into the system that leads to a complex cascade of processes reflected in the kinetics of transient absorption signals. Thermal disorder, dynamic lattice expansion, and ultimately lattice cooling may all drastically affect the optical and X-ray absorption spectra of the material in the same manner that temperature-dependent vibrational and spin occupancy and structural distortions manifest in the absorption spectra of small molecules, thereby partially or fully obscuring the contributions from transient electronic excited states that are the targets of these studies. In fact, we have demonstrated here that the transient absorption signals in hematite thin films spanning from the NIR to the optical, soft X-ray, and even hard X-ray regimes are dominated by these thermal contributions within the first 100 ps following excitation. However, we have taken advantage of these large spectral changes due to ultrafast temperature jumps in order to gain more fundamental insight into the correlation between the nuclear structure of the lattice and the electronic structure of the material and how these can be manipulated to improve photoelectrochemical performance.

By comparing transient absorption spectra to variable temperature steady-state absorption spectra, we have been able to assign many of the consistent features to particular perturbations in the electronic structure of the hematite films arising from lattice heating. We have also been able to detect a broad excited state absorption feature unique to the optical transient absorption that decays within 100 ps and have assigned this feature to free carrier absorption in agreement with previous spectroelectrochemical measurements. The collective results support a model of the optical absorption spectrum of hematite with two broad LMCT bands spanning from the NUV nearly across the visible with several weaker d–d bands distributed between 300 nm and the NIR. Thermally induced structural distortions involve anisotropic Fe–O bond elongation, resulting in a marked red-shift in the absorption spectrum. Stabilizing similar distortions at ambient temperature could therefore lead to an increase in photon-to-current efficiency across the solar spectrum.

Deep understanding of photoelectrochemical water oxidation in hematite will benefit from optical and X-ray transient absorption measurements conducted in situ with time delays spanning from the sub-ps to the ms regime. But while these experiments will naturally amplify the electronic signals of interest by minimizing photocarrier recombination, care must still be taken to distinguish these signals from thermal contributions.
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